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TO: Kent Studebaker, Mayor 
 Members of the City Council 
  
FROM: Johanna Hastay, Associate Planner 
 Planning & Building Services Department 
 
SUBJECT: Appeal of LU 13-0043 (Goodwill Industries – 17150 Boones Ferry Road) 
 
DATE: February 21, 2014 
 
 
ACTION 
 
The action before the City Council is a public hearing on an appeal filed by the Goodwill 
Industries of the Columbia Willamette (Goodwill) of the Development Review Commission’s 
(Commission) decision to deny LU 13-0043, a request by Goodwill for approval of the following: 

• A Development Review Permit to construct a 1,057 sq. ft. Goodwill donation center and 
a 6,416 sq. ft. retail commercial building; 

• Two Minor Variances: 2-foot reductions to the 20-foot front and street side yards 
setbacks; 

• A Hardship Variance to allow a direct access point onto Boones Ferry Road (an arterial 
street); and,    

• The removal of seven trees to accommodate the proposed development. 
 
INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND 
 
The site is a corner lot of approximately one acre in size, located at 17150 Boones Ferry Road 
(an arterial) with secondary frontage on Pilkington Road (a major collector), (Exhibit E2).  The 
site is zoned Industrial Park (IP) and is also located within the IP Overlay District.   
 
The Commission held a public hearing on this application on January 6, 2014.  The staff report 
and exhibits considered by the Commission are attached as Exhibits D through G.  At the 
January 6 public hearing, the Commission deliberated and tentatively voted to deny the 
application.  The Findings, Conclusion, and Order for the decision were adopted by the 
Commission on January 22, 2014 (Exhibit B1).  [Note: The Notice of Decision title mistakenly 
states that the decision was to approve; however, the body of the notice correctly states that 
the decision was to deny the application.] 
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On January 31, 2014, the applicant/appellant filed a notice of intent to appeal the Commission’s 
decision (Exhibit A1). 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The issue being raised to the Council on appeal focuses on the Commission’s finding that the 
applicant failed to provide sufficient evidence to approve the requested Hardship Variance to 
the Access standard that prevents a direct access point onto Boones Ferry Road, an arterial 
(LOC 50.06.003.1.c.iii).  In the written notice of intent to appeal, the applicant simply restates 
the arguments previously made before the Commission for the variance request. 
 
Staff refers the Council to pages 19-31 of the December 27th Staff Report (Exhibit D1) and to 
Commission Finding No. 1 (Exhibit B1) for the full Hardship Variance analysis and findings.  
While all four Hardship Variance criteria as outlined under LOC 50.08.003.3 must be met in 
order to approve a Hardship Variance request, the key criterion is the first one which is the 
request must be necessary to prevent an unnecessary hardship.  The Code lists a number of 
factors that the reviewing authority may consider to determine if an unnecessary hardship 
exists (LOC 50.08.003.3.b).  Briefly, the applicant’s assertions and Commission’s findings for this 
criterion are as follows: 
 
A.  Physical Circumstances.  The applicant asserts that the site is unusually shaped and small.  

The Commission found that there are no physical constraints on the site that constitute an 
“unnecessary hardship” that granting a variance to the Access standard would alleviate.  
The site is relatively flat with no development obstacles, is similarly sized to other IP zoned 
sites in the vicinity, has a large building envelope, and has flexible zone dimensional 
standards. 

 
B.   Similar to Like Properties.  The applicant asserts that the variance to the Access standard is 

necessary to make the subject site similar to The Crossing, a commercial development 
across Pilkington Road that has secondary access onto Boones Ferry Road.  The Commission 
found that The Crossing’s Boones Ferry access was approved under a different Code.  
Therefore, it is considered a non-conforming site.  The Commission found a comparison 
property is not a “like property” if its development element now sought by variance was 
previously allowed under a different Code, as that would be tantamount to repealing the 
current Code merely due to the change in Code provisions.  The Crossing cannot be used in 
this analysis.   

 
The applicant also referred to the Bank of America site at the southwest corner of the 
Boones Ferry and Bryant Roads intersection (Exhibit F16).  This site’s access onto Boones 
Ferry Road is also non-conforming.  Upon redevelopment, this access point would be 
required to be closed.  No other “like properties” were presented for comparison.   
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C.   Reasonable Use.  The question is whether there are site-specific constraints that prevent 
“reasonable use” of the property.  The applicant asserts that access off of Boones Ferry 
Road is necessary to ensure a viable retail center.  The Commission found that the Boones 
Ferry Road access point is not situated to provide direct or convenient access to the retail 
center parking lot.  The access point is obscured by the donation center building and 
requires retail customers to drive around people queuing at the donation center to donate 
(Exhibit E3).  The Commission found that the “reasonable use” that the applicant requests is 
a second access point to avoid on-site maneuvering for the Goodwill donation trucks.  The 
Commission found that this not a “reasonable use similar to like properties”; it is specific to 
one of the proposed uses, Goodwill donation trucks.  The Commission found that the 
“reasonable use” factor of “unnecessary hardship” does not equate to a guarantee that 
every use allowed in the IP Overlay District will be appropriate for every site.  The trucks 
would be expected to replace the donation containers on a weekly, not daily, basis.  The 
Commission found that an infrequent use such as this should not drive a Hardship Variance 
request.   

   
D.   Self-Created Hardship.  The applicant is proposing two separate buildings: a Goodwill 

donation center and a retail commercial building.  The applicant asserts that the hardship is 
not self-created because it is the result of the Access standard: in order to be considered a 
“prime retail site”, any site with frontage on an arterial should be granted direct access 
from that arterial regardless of an existing secondary frontage.  First, the Commission found 
that compliance with a code provision is not, in and of itself, an “unnecessary” hardship.  
The Commission further found that there are many uses allowed on the site but the 
applicant sought development approval for two hypothetical retail uses with high parking 
demands.  The site circulation plan was specifically designed around a large centrally-
located parking lot and premised on off-site truck maneuvering.  An alternate site plan with 
a single access point onto Pilkington Road, a reconfigured and/or smaller parking lot, and 
on-site truck maneuvering is possible; the applicant does not desire it.  Therefore, the 
Commission found that this was a self-created hardship. 

 
E.   Economic Impact.  The Commission found that mere (potential) reduction in value from 

what the value of the property would be if the variance were granted is not sufficient; this 
factor requires an extraordinary impact upon the applicant akin to precluding development 
of the property or approaching substantial prohibition of development. The applicant 
asserts that denial of the second access point onto Boones Ferry Road would have a 
significant negative impact on the economical viability of the retail center.  As noted, above, 
the Boones Ferry access point does not provide direct or convenient access to the retail 
center.  The access point creates a circulation plan that avoids on-site donation truck 
maneuvering.  Therefore, the Commission found the applicant’s retail center economic 
impact statement (Exhibit F15) not pertinent.  The Commission found that all other 
economic impacts asserted by the applicant were either foreseen (redesign or delay in 
construction costs if the request is denied) or self-imposed (chosen business model).   
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F.   Other Factors.  Other factors may be considered on whether granting the variance will 
prevent an unnecessary hardship: 

 
1. Traffic Impacts.  The applicant asserts that traffic resulting from development of the site 

without the variance would have adverse traffic impacts on the street system and 
abutting residential neighborhood.  The Commission found the applicant’s Traffic Impact 
Analysis (Exhibit F7) did not provide any evidence that denial of the Boones Ferry access 
point would have significant negative impacts such as congestion, on and off-site 
queuing, etc.  Further, granting a hardship variance request must alleviate a site-specific 
“unnecessary hardship” that prevents “reasonable use” of the property.  A hardship to a 
third party such as the abutting residential neighborhood is not a criterion to be used to 
justify a Hardship Variance.  

 
2. Safety.  The applicant asserts that a single access point onto Pilkington Road would 

restrict access by Fire vehicles.  The Commission found that the proposed 13-foot wide 
one-way Boones Ferry Road access point does not meet the minimum fire access lane 
standards; Fire vehicle access will only be obtained from the Pilkington Road access 
point in any event.  Denial of the variance does not make the project non-compliant 
with Fire Code access standards. 

 
The Commission found that the “unnecessary hardship” criterion was not met as the applicant 
failed to provide sufficient evidence that there was an unnecessary hardship that prevented 
reasonable use of the site.  Therefore, the Hardship Variance request to allow a second access 
point onto Boones Ferry Road could not be granted.  As the entire development proposal is 
premised on that access point, the Commission found that the application must be denied.       
 
ALTERNATIVES & FISCAL IMPACT 
 
Not applicable. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
The City Council has the following options: 

 
1. Affirm the Commission’s decision in whole or in part and deny LU 13-0043; 
 
2. Reverse the Commission’s decision and approve LU 13-0043, subject to the conditions 

of approval listed in the December 27, 2013 Staff Report (Exhibit D1) and in the 
Commission’s January 6, 2014 Findings, Conclusion, and Order (Exhibit B1), if Council 
finds reasons for approval. 
 

3. Remand the decision to the Commission for additional evidence or reconsideration, if 
the applicant waives the 120-day requirement of ORS 227.178. 
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EXHIBITS 
 
A.   NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPEAL 
 

A1. Letter of intent to appeal the Commission decision submitted by Goodwill 
Industries of the Columbia Willamette, dated January 31, 2014. 

 
B. FINDINGS, CONCLUSION AND ORDER 
 

B1.  LU 13-0043-1829, dated January 22, 2014 
 
C. MINUTES OF THE DEVELOPMENT REVIEW COMMISSION HEARINGS 
  

C1. Minutes of January 6, 2014, DRC hearing   
C2. Minutes of January 22, 2014, DRC hearing (Exceprt) 
 

D. STAFF REPORTS  
 

D1. Staff Report, dated December 27, 2013 
 
E. GRAPHICS/PLANS 
 

E1. Tax Map 
E2. Survey of Existing Conditions 
E3. Proposed Site Plan 
E4. Proposed Site Plan with Shaded Landscape & Open Space 
E5. Propose Site Plan with Shared Access Easement 
E6. Proposed Site Plan with Internal Shared Access 
E7. Proposed Grading Plan 
E8. Stormwater Management Plan 
E9. Tree Removal Plan 
E10. Landscape Plan 
E11. Goodwill Donation Center Building Elevations 
E12. Retail Building Elevations 
E13. Sign and Trash Enclosure Elevations 
E14. Goodwill Donation Center Color Elevations 
E15. Retail Building Color Elevations 
E16. Sign and Trash Enclosure Color Elevations 
E17. Color Perspective Drawings 
E18. Proposed Floor Plans 
E19. Proposed Photometric Plan 
E20. Lighting Cutsheets 
E21. Bike Rack Cutsheets 
E22. Window Cutsheets 
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E23. Window Framing Cutsheets 
E24. Water Feature Details 
E25 Color and Materials Board 

 E26. Proposed Revision to Color and Materials Board with Goldenrod Brick Siding 
 

F. WRITTEN MATERIALS 
 

F1. Applicant’s Narrative  
F2. Applicant’s Addendum Narrative, dated November 25, 2013 
F3. Applicant’s Hardship Variance Narrative 
F4. Applicant’s Hardship Variance Narrative Addendum, dated November 26, 2013 
F5. Arborist’s Report, prepared by Tree Care & Landscapes Unlimited, Inc., dated 

November 14, 2013 
F6. Neighborhood Meeting Documentation 
F7. Traffic Impact Analysis and Appendices, prepared by Kittleson & Associates, Inc. 

dated August 23, 2013 
F8. Preliminary Drainage Memo, prepared by Cardno, dated August 16, 2013 
F9. Preliminary Drainage Report, prepared by Cardno, dated November 7, 2013 
F10. Goodwill and Mike Duyn Access Easement Agreement 
F11. Fire Marshal Memo 
F12. Informal Interpretation Request, prepared by Baysinger Partners Architecture, 

dated February 13, 2013 
F13. Informal Use Interpretation Analysis, prepared by Ron Bunch, former Interim 

Planning Director, dated February 22, 2013 
 F14. Traffic Impact Analysis Addendum, Kittleson & Associates, dated January 6, 2014 
 F15. Hardship Variance Economic Impact Review, prepared by Pate LaManna   
   Commercial, LLC, dated January 4, 2014 
 F16. Applicant’s PowerPoint Presentation, dated January 6, 2014 

 
G. LETTERS 
 

Neither for nor Against (G1-99) 
 

 None 
 

Support (G100-199) 
 
 G100. Letter in Support, Mike Duyn, dated January 6, 2014 
 
 Opposition (G200+) 

 
 G200. Letter in Opposition, Stephanie Anders, dated January 3, 2014 
 


